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IT HAS BECOME INCREASINGLY
DIFFICULT FOR THE PRESENT EDITOR TO DO
FOUR ISSUES A YEAR, ESPECIALLY
AN AUGUST ISSUE WHEN SHE IS IN
UPSTATE NEW YORK ALL SUMMER.
THEREFORE, UNLESS SOME SELFLESS AND
ARTICULATE SOUL VOWNTEERS
TO DO THE AUGUST ISSUE,
THERE WILL BE
THREE ISSUES PER YEAR FROM NOW ON, STARTING WITH ONE IN SEPTEMBER.
IF YOU WISH TO VOWNTEER,
CALL THE ABOVE NUMBER BEFORE MAY
15, OR 716-586-0390
BEFORE JULY 1. ALL PROSPECTIVE CONTRIBUTORS
TO THE NEXT ISSUE SHOULD ASSUME THAT THE DUE DATE FOR THE NEXT
ISSUE IS SEPl'EMBER 1, UNLESS THERE IS AN ADDITIONAL MAILING BY A
PERSON DOING AN AUGUST ISSUE.
UNLESS OTHEmiISE ADVISED BY SUCH A
TO THE EDITOR AT P.O. BOX
MAILING,
SEND MATERIAL BY SEPTEMBER
272, ST. INIGOES,
MD 20684 AND/OR CALL NUMBER ABOVE.
MEMBERSHIP AND FIELD TRIP INFORMATION AT END OF ISSUE.
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THE OYSTERS AND TURTLES OF DR. AND MR. ELLWOOD
There's a poem by William S. Gilbert, of Gilbert and Sullivan
fame, about a pair of proper Britishers shipwrecked on a desert
island.
Each is stuck on the side of the island containing the
one kind of seafood he detests; he would love to eat what the
other person has, but the two can't speak to each other because
they haven't been Properly Introduced.
So Peter has the oysters, which he hates, in layers thick;
And Somers has the turtle; turtle always makes him sick.
It's a very good thing that Mike and Kathy Ellwood have been
introduced, in fact to the point of being married.
And not just
because they share a three-year-old daughter, Beth.
Kathy has a
Ph. D. in Biology and works a research scientist at the FDA (as
she puts it, "I watch rats").
So perhaps it is understandable
that she is, alas, a vertebigot. But most of her best finds are
in fact spineless critters. Mike, a software qua~ity assurance
contractor (?your guess is as good as mine) at NASA, loves the
invertebrates but tends to find the best vertebrate material.
Fortunately, as Mike says, it all ends up, turtles as well as
oysters, in the same display cabinets.
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Mike, from Texas and Virginia, and Kathy, from everywhere in the
East, met at Old Dominion University while studying science
(Mike's degree is in physical science).
Their respective careers
have allowed them to have a house in Silver spring and one at the
Ranch Club--obviously the better to collect--though
they are now
moving to Scientist Cliffs (and would love to find a buyer for
the Ranch Club house!)
They were originally more interested in
mineral collecting, and in fact have also belonged to several
mineral clubs.
But Maryland isn't the best place to collect
hard-rock minerals, and since Mike had also developed a taste for
fossils by vacationing at Plum Point when he was a child, they
gradually branched out into more and more fossil collecting.
For
awhile about ten years ago, they owned a lot at the willows and
came down to hunt for teeth, though they never built on the lot.
They've been members of the CMM Fossil Club since about 1985, and
served several years as President and Vice-President
(amazingly,
their marriage survived).
Though Mike and Kathy still go on CMM
trips and work at PRAD, they have been understandably preoccupied by Beth during the last few years.
Mike has continued to do
fossil displays for local schools and to organize the yearly CMM
participation at the Montgomery County Gem and Mineral Show.
Their fossiling has not been confined to this area; they've been
out west, in 1986 and 1987, to Green River and other sites, and
they've visited the huge composite Tucson gem and mineral show
(Mike says next year Tucson will have a show just for fossil
dealers--200 of them.)
Their two homes are crammed with rock and mineral specimens,
and they have several letters from the smithsonian thanking them
for donations which include seal material from Lee Creek and a
seal phalange from the st. Mary's formation.
But their tastes
and talents differ.
Kathy is what Mike calls a "toother":
someone who loves to find showy vertebrate specimens.
And she
hasn't done all that badly, but there has usually been something
about the find that diminished its excitement. When she found a
bird feather from the Eocene of wyoming, she had to turn it in to
the state; her first time at Lee Creek, she found four Squalodon
teeth from all parts of the mouth--but she didn't even know what
they were, and never found any on subsequent trips.
But on a Lee
Creek trip, it was she who casually picked up the massive horse
conchs that were much more exciting to Mike.
Mike, who likes
oysters as well as turtles, seems to find both (or their
invertebrate and vertebrate cousins) with equal ease.
He's found
one of only six "megamouth" teeth to come out of Lee Creek,
numerous bird bones, and the above-mentioned
seal material
donated to the smithsonian. only last week, as he and Kathy were
strolling on the beach at Scientist Cliffs, he found a horse
tooth; knowing what Kathy's reaction would be, he tossed the
tooth to her and ran. He &lso found a whale vertebra associated
with a crocodile tooth, which explained the unusually shallow and
rounded sc~atches on the whale.
Recently (see the last Ecphora),
he found colonies--yes, colonjes--of heart urchins and sand
dollars, mqny beautifully associated together in matrix, at
Scientist Cliffs (such finds occur about once every thirty
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years). What he actually likes best is the preparation of
vertebrate and invertebrate specimens.
He's prepared porpoise
jaws and skulls, often doing so as a "living exhibit" for the
fossil club at PRAD and Montgomery County.
The Ellwoods have certainly found fossil-hunting adventurous, not
to say risky. For example, they woke up at Green River one summer
morning four or five years ago with ice on the inside of their
car windows--only to find it was much colder up on the site
itself.
On the same trip, looking for the Cambrian trilobite
Elrathia kingi at a site in wyoming, they discovered most of the
good sites--which were on public land--had been spray-painted by
local rednecks marking "their" territory, who watched the
Ellwoods collect with something less than benevolence in their
expressions. But to make up for it all, Mike and Kathy can always
come home with their loot to one of their already-overcrowded
houses, where each can appreciate his or her favorite kind of
fossils--whoever may have actually found 'em.

CMMFC TRIP REPORTS
JONES WHARF:
The Saturday, February 20 trip scheduled to Jones
Wharf was cancelled due to high winds, ice, and general ickiness.
DVPS SHOW AT PHILADELPHA: On March 6 and 7, Sandy Roberts and
Donna Richardson again successfully threaded the maze of
expressways into Philadelphia and represented CMM at the Delaware
valley Fossil Club's annual fossil fair. This year, all the
exhibit and sale booths had been moved downstairs to the large
room behind the mechanical sauropod. Although there was no
travelling exhibit like the shark and La Brea displays of former
years, the booths were crowded with appreciative Philadelphians,
many of whom bought CMM literature and even joined the club and
CMM.
Donna was amply rewarded for going to Philly when a museum
staff member strolled through with a huge scarlet macaw on his
shoulder, and then, noting Donna's interes~, gave her a tour of
the Academy "bird room" in the basement (live birds, mostly
friendly and some talkative).
The DVPS hot dogs were great, the
DVPS members good to see again, and Donna and Sandy got out of
Philly alive . . . what more could one ask of a weekend?
RANCH CLUB:

On March

6, after two days of heavy rain, we had a
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sunny and warm morning.
Most of the participants (Joe and
Gregory Coscia, Tom and vicky McNelisk, Charles and Joe Shyab, and
Dave Bohaska) met at the front gate for a brief show and tell
session.
Notable were Tom and Vicky's partial cetothere skull
from Westmoreland, and Charles Shyab's collection of Notorynchus
teeth from Chesapeake Beach.
Herb, Barbara, and Justine Ermler,
Betty Cridlin, and Dave Tether joined us on the beach.
We started at Driftwood Beach, and in the afternoon drove a
mile south to Seahorse Beach.
The rains and low tide made mollusk collecting good, but vertebrates were surprisingly scarce.
Perhaps as the new falls erode there'll be more material.
Joe
Coscia found a small shark tooth and an interesting piece of
fossil wood.
Vicky McNelis found a black drumfish upper
pharyngeal jaw, which seemed to be fossil (black drum still live
in the bay, and a fossil species has been described from the
Miocene).
Vicky also found a partial crab and a shark centrum.
Barbara Ermler found a partial starfish in an iron concretion.
Charles shyrab and Dave Bohaska found sturgeon dermal plates, and
Dave found a hyperostotic fish bone and a small fragment of
porpoise jaw. Dave Tether had been down to the beach during the
rains and found a 3 1/2" C. megalodon tooth, and Betty Cridlin
reported finding a partial porpoise jaw even earlier.
---Dave Bohaska
MONTGOMERY COUNTY FAIR: On March 20 and 21, four (male) members
of the fossil club (Mike McClosky, Charles Shyab, Tim Miller, and
Mike Ellwood) "manned" the club information booth at the Gem,
Mineral, and Lapidary Society of Montgomery County Show in
Gaithersburg.
We exhibited typical Miocene fossils, answered
many questions from interested viewers of all ages, passed out
information on the museum and the club, and even squeezed in a
little fossil preparation. The show itself was great, with a large
number of the dealers bringing fossils to show and sell; there is
a wide diversity of material coming on the market.
A good time
was had by all, even if a couple of us came away a bit poorer.
---Mike Ellwood
BIANNUAL CMM MEETING, FIELD TRIP AND PARTY: On April 10 (yes,
right before Easter, but the only Saturday in April without a
SEARCH lecture or Lee Creek trip!!) a small but loyal group met,
courtesy as ever of Connie and Larry Smith, at Matoaka cottages.
The April weather was traditionally rotten, so members stayed
inside and ogled John Rue's collection, which included a beautiful mastodon tooth found at Calvert Beach after the big March
storm, a well-prepped long-beaked porpoise skull, and a whale
vertebra with a LARGE neural arch; Tom Johnson's Devonian
invertebrates from Michigan, including Petoskey stones (lakerounded pieces of coral); and Mike Ellwood's incredible
echinoderms (see last Ecphora and article in this issue).
After some noshing,

the meeting

convened

at 7:10.

Present: Mike, Beth, and Kathy Ellwood; Donna Richardson; Steve
Brady; Henry Hays; Connie and tarry Smith; Mike Gottfried; John
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and Diane Rue; Tom Johnson;
Ashby.

Marilyn

and Fred Ruark;

and Wally

I. A petition for the "freeing of Sue" the Tyrannosaur from her
present state of federal incarceration was presented, discussed,
passed around for signing, and will be sent.
II. It was generally agreed something has to be done about the
Lee Creek call-in.
Several issues were brought up, including the
fact that there is never any guarantee the field trip leader will
even get a trip, the fact that the trip fills up in about 20
minutes, and the need for a policy to deal with the people on the
waiting list. After lots and lots of discussion, a new policy
was decided on and unanimously voted in:
1) Club officers and life members (most officers are life
members, and most life members don't go, so this is a total
of about four people) get to go on the trips automatically.
2) After ruling out lotteries and mail-ins (someone has to
call or write all the people back), it was decided to keep
the present phone-in system.
A new club officer, the
Callee, will take on this onerous task rather than the
field trip chair. Mike Ellwood volunteered for the job.
3) Anyone placed on a waiting list for Lee Creek will get
first crack at the next Lee Creek trip, when and if it is
scheduled.
There will be a special call-in time for these
people before the regular call-in; they must call during
that time to reserve a spot.
IV. Mike Gottfried reported on the SEARCH lectures, on the visit
of Leonard Compagno, and on the progress of the new CMM fossil
exhibit, due to open in a couple of years (see Museum Notes).
Reporting on interesting recent finds, Mike said Jim Marcum had
found a gomphothere milk tooth while scuba diving in the bay.
V. Steve Brady announced there will be a lecture May ,16 at the
University of Maryland by Bretton Kent and George Powell on the
associated Parotodus benedeni teeth (80 of them!) found recently.
VI.
The Ecphora editor announced she can only do three issues a
year and begs someone to do the August issue (see p. 1).
VII.
Mike Ellwood suggested that a committee be formed
a) to investigate how insured officers and field trip leaders
really are by CMM if anyone on a trip decides to sue, and to
explore alternate sources of insuranoe; b) to seek out and
nominate, over the summer, othe+ current club members to be
officers and to relieve the four of five tired members who have
been officers in perpetuity.
Anyone interested in being on this
committee call Mike at 301-434-1032 or send him names at 1918
Pagebrook, Silver Spring, MD 20903.
The meeting adjourned at 8:30.
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ANNUAL SMITHSONIAN TRIP:
On Thursday, February 11, thirteen
CMM members braved early-morning traffic and overeager D.C.
police (the "Boot Squad") in the annual pilgrimage to peek behind
the scenes at the Smithsonian.
Michael, Roxanne, Keith, and
Heather Robertson, Joe and Greg Coscia, Steve Brady, Bob and Dick
Grier, Wally and Betty Ashby, Sandy Roberts, and Donna Richardson
met Dave Bohaska by the elephant in the entrance hall.
They
first visited the "Life in Ancient Seas" exhibit, which now
includes several specimens found at Calvert Cliffs: a cetothere,
a Squalodon skull, a composite Eurhinodelphis
skeleton (part of
which used to grace the "pit" in the old CMM building--you know,
the one kids used to jump into upon occasion), and Wally Ashby's
snout (that is, the tip of a Pseudodontorn snout he found).
The
nearby exhibit depicting a typical preparation lab contained the
Astrodon (Cretaceous sauropod) femur donated by the developers of
the Prince George's County site where it was found.
This site
was a paleoriver channel where scrap fauna accumulated, and the
finds there have stimulated a move to make an adjacent site a
publicly-owned
"Cretaceous Park."
In the next hall was the
mammal exhibit, which also contains Maryland fossils--wolverine,
bear, etc. from the Pleistocene (c. 100,000 b.p.) site called
Cumberland Bone Cave.
The group left the public areas and threaded the maze of
back corridors to the Department of Paleobiology, which consists
of four subdivisions: Sedimentology, Paleobotany, Invertebrate,
and Vertebrate.
As most of the group were unregenerate
vertebigots, the majority of the time was spent in the last of
the four areas, with Clayton Ray, pinnaped (walrus and seals)
curator, and Bob Purdy (sharks).
Bob Purdy identified a number
of specimens for the group, including four associated bird bones
found by Jerry O'Neil at Dares Beach (in "Zone" 10), a seal third
metatarsal found by Dick Grier (probably a phocid--"monk"--seal),
a whale shark tooth from the Aquia, and a Bottosaurus (shellcrushing crocodile or mosasaur) tooth from the Cretaceous Severn
formation in Bowie.
Steve Brady presented what he hoped was a
peccary tooth, but it turned out to be a "cowabonga"--a nonnative, all-too-recent pig tooth.
Greg Coscia brought in an
occipital condoyle (skull fragment) of a porpoise from
Westmoreland and a sea catfish spine, among other specimens.
Bob Purdy was especially diligent in explaining the differences among those little hyperostoses (non-pathological swollen
bones in fish) we all have from the Yorktown formation at Lee
Creek.
According to his article of 15 October 1992 in the Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington, no one knew
which bones from which fish these hyperostoses represented until
a relatively complete pufferfish (Sphoeroides) skull was found at
Lee Creek in 1987. This skull had opercular bones (from around
the gill region) that were hyperostotic and identical to the zillions of odd-shaped bones found in Unit 3 of the Yorktown at Lee
Creek.
Below is a drawing of the position 'of these bones (on a
different kind of fish), as well as photos of the actual specimens as they appear in Bob's article. (Apologies and thanks to
Bob Purdy, who is not responsible for any errors or scientific
infelicities herein.
Photos are from his article, "A New Species
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of Sphoeroides Pufferfish (Teleostei: Tetraodontidae) with
Extensive Hyperostosis from the Pliocene of North Carolina," rest
of citation above.
Thanks to Dave Bohaska for sending the drawing, which is taken from James C. Tyler, "Osteology, Phylogeny,
and Higher Classification of the Fishes of the Order Plectognathi [Tetraodontiformes],"
NOAA Tech. Rept. NMFS Circular #434.)
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stratigraphic Distribution of Paleocene and Eocene Fossils
Eastern Gulf Coast Region.
Lyman Toulmin, 1977.
Monograph 13 in 2 volumes. Geological Survey of Alabama.
Phone (205) 752-8104 for current price.
Molluscan Biostratigraphy
of the Miocene, Middle Atlantic
Plain of North America.
Lauck W. Ward, 1992.
Memoir No.2,
Virginia Museum of Natural History.
Phone (703) 666-8600 for current pr~ce; approx. $25.00

in the

Coastal

A Guide to the Frankstown Vertebrate Locality (Upper Cretaceous),
Prentiss County, Mississippi.
Earl Manning & David Dockery III,
1992.
Circular #4, Mississippi Dept. of Environmental Quality.
Phone (601) 961-5500
to confirm price, $5.00
Eyewitness Handbooks, Fossils--the visual guide to over 500
fossil genera from around the world. Cyril Walker and David Ward,
1992.
Published by Dorling Kindersley. Science News Books.
Phone (202) 331-9653 for current price, approx. $18.00
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OUR FOSSIL HERITAGE--FOR

SALE?

by Mike Gottfried
A great deal of attention has been focussed recently on the
question of who should be allowed to collect vertebrate fossils
on federal lands, and under what conditions.
Several CMM Fossil
Club members have asked me about this issue, so I thought it
might be useful to summarize the reasons why a strong majority of
vertebrate paleontologists
are in favor of restricting commercial
collecting of vertebrate fossils on federal lands.
This article is partly based on information put together by the
Society of Vertebrate Paleontology
(SVP) Government Liaison
Committee.
The SVP membership, which included professional
paleontologists as well as hobbyists and commercial collectors,
recently endorsed (93% in favor) a resolution supporting
regulations proposed last year by Senator Max Baucus of Montana.
The Baucus bill, known as the Vertebrate paleontological
Resources Protection Act (VPRPA), is meant to safeguard
vertebrate fossils on federal lands from illegal collection and
sale.
The VPRPA was not acted on in the last session of Congress
but is scheduled to be reintroduced in the Senate later this year.
The recent push by vertebrate paleontologists
for the VPRPA stems
mostly from the tremendous rise in for-profit collecting of vertebrate fossils.
Display-quality
specimens of fossil teeth,
bones, and skeletons are_steadily rising in value, and many spectacular specimens collected illegally from U.S. federal lands
have been sold to European and Asian investors.
Well-known localities used for important research studies, particularly in the
Great Plains and western U.S., have been repeatedly "poached" by
Ocommercial collectors [hereafter "commercials"],
in many cases
destroying their scientific value.
Commercials rarely compile
the sort of data, such as precise locality information, geologic
maps, dating of the sediments, collections of associated fossils,
etc., needed for research studies.
Moreover,their excavations
frequently destroy unspectacular but important fossils found
alongside showier, commercially valuable specimens.
Some commercials claim they "rescue" specimens that would
otherwise weather out of the rocks and be destroyed.
This is
true in some cases.
However, since specimens must be well-preserved and complete to be worth much money, it is unrealistic to
expect that commercials will go to a lot of effort collecting
scientifically valuable, but weathered, fossils when they can
excavate valuable unweathered specimens in prime condition.
In
fact, commercials focus on excavating well-preserved
fossils that
are not in immediate ~anger of being destroyed by weathering.
Some commercials opposed to the VPRPA have circulated misleading
information.
Despite what you may have heard, the VPRPA actually
increases opportunities for amateurs to collect vertebrate
fossils, e.g. by opening national forests and B.L.M. lands to
amateur collecting.
The VPRPA will broaden, not limit, opportu-
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nities for amateurs who collect for personal
enjoyment rather than commercial gain.

interest

and

If passed, the VPRPA will not mean you can no longer collect
sharks' teeth or shells along Calvert Cliffs--the act only covers
collecting on federal lands (national forests, B.L.M. land,
Indian reservations, wilderness areas, etc.). You will still be
able to pick up teeth on the beach, go into Lee Creek mine, look
for Green River fishes at the commercial quarries in Wyoming, or
collect trilobites, shells, crabs, ferns, and a host of other
kinds of fossils at any site where it is now legal to do so. The
VPRPA will not mean fossil dealers will no longer have any
fossils to sell--dealers can still sell fossils collected legally
from localities on non-federal lands, just as they can now.
The intent of the VPRPA is to ensure that scientifically
significant fossils on federal lands, which are held in trust for
the people of the United states, are protected from iilegal
commercial collecting.
The most recent version of this bill
assesses a maximum penalty ot $10,000 and one year in prison for
an initial conviction; for a second offense, a maximum five-year
prison term and $100,000 fine has been proposed.
These are
severe enough penalties that, if the bill is passed, it may cause
some of the less reputable dealers to think twice before they
make illegal collections or sell specimens collected illegally.
Almost all the paleontologists
I know are in favor of promoting
better relationships with amateur and hobby collectors, and with
the many reputable commercial collectors who have made very
significant contributions to paleontology.
A recently formed SVP
Outreach Committee, on which I am serving, is looking into ways
to form stronger ties between professional and amateur
paleontologists,
and to help amateurs learn more about fossils
and proper collecting methods.
As with every controversial
issue, ther are extremists on both sides of this issue, ranging
from unscrupulous dealers who believe that anything, anywhere,
should be fair game for them to collect and sell, to a minority
of academic paleontologists who think only college-trained
scientists with advanced degrees are entitled to collect fossils.
I hope that the VPRPA and the discussion it is stimulating will
eventually lead to a better, more cooperative spirit between
those of us fortunate enough to work at museums and universities,
and our friends and collecting partners in fossil clubs and in
the amateur paleontology communities.
I'd be happy to discuss this with any interested club members,
and with dealers who have an opposing viewpoint.
Please feel
free to give me a call at CMM or stop by when you're in Solomons.

* * * * * * *

THANKS TO ALL CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS ISSUE:
SANDY ROBERTS, MIKE
& KATHY ELLWOOD, ELINOR
COFER, DAVD BOHASKA, MIKE GOTTFRIED,
STEVE BRADY, AND BOB WIEST.
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MUSEUM

NOTES BY MIKE GOTTFRIED

I hope that club members who were able to attend enjoyed the
recently concluded SEARCH lecture series on sharks.
Please feel
free to pass along any suggestions on topics for future lecture
series on paleontology or related natural history subjects.
Leonard Compagno, from the S. African Museum in Capetown, spent
several weeks at CMM in March-April, continuing our work on the
C. megalodon reconstruction and some spinoff projects on whiteshark skeletal anatomy.
It was very nice to have Leonard here,
and he enjoyed meeting the club members who came to his SEARCH
talk on March 20. We also made it down to Lee Creek, to see
Becky Hyne's spectacular new C. megalodon tooth set and do some
collecting.
Neither of us found a "big" tooth, but appropriately
enough we did each find a nice fossil C. carcharias tooth.
March and April were hectic around CMM as we moved furniture,
books, files, etc. into our offices in the newly renovated Administration Building (in the old schoolhouse which formerly housed
the exhibits). My office is now on the main floor of the Administration Building--if you're in town and want to stop by, please
enter via the south doors (closest to the new building).
The
fossil collection will be moved into the Administration
Building
in May-June, after our new mobile storage system is installed.
Progress continues on the new fossil exhibit.
The first major
component to be built is the replicated section of Calvert
Cliffs, funded by a grant from Mobil oil. We are doing some
exploring to decide on precisely which section of· the cliffs we
want to use as the basis for the replication--this
part of the
exhibit will also include a recreated dig site, with a plaster
jacket being removed and a boat pulled up on the beach.
If
anyone has an old, fairly small metal skiff that could be donated
to the exhibit, please let me know--we'd be very grateful.

* * * * * * *

Just When You Thought

it was Safe to Read the Newsletter
MORE SNIGLETS

Again--

Chatscan"
n.s.
An act of face-saving performed by a
paleontologist who has no idea of how to identify a particular
specimen just given to him by a trusting amateur. The paleontologist whips out his magnifying lens and carefully examines the
specimen while keeping up a patter of small talk involving where
the specimen was found, the entire tale of what finder and family
were doing at the time, what the specimen definitely isn't, and
eventually, what it might be (but don't quote him).
Bucketeers, n.pl.
First-timers at Lee Creek, easily
identifiable as the only people gasping and sweating up the hill
to the bus with buckets, knapsacks, and other containers (even
occasionally shopping carts) loaded with large whale vertebrae.
Fossicle, n.s. Frozen fossils that shatter like glass when you
try to pry them out of the cliff.
A major wintertime annoyance.
Cracks of Doo."
n.s. Those undermined water-level mini-caves
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at places like Chancellors Point which tempt the fossiler to
crawl in and snag some prize--only to bring down the cliff on
himself as a result (Dave Bohaska and Norm Riker once had a bet
going as to whether you'd then first be crushed, suffocated, or
drowned).
A good place to find a-Doomstone, n.s.
One of those magnificent specimens which lies
six feet under a ledge in a crack of doorn, or which forms the
keystone to a section of overhanging cliff with a big tree on it.
May end up being your tombstone if you try to collect it.
Shell Game, n.s. Term for the process of creative specimen
reconstruction using imagination and pieces not necessarily from
the same original critter.
In museums reconstruction of
vertebrate specimens, know as the Apatosaurus shuffle.

* * * * * *

COMING EVENTS
(Trips are limited.
Call in on date and time indicated--NOT
BEFORE--only for yourself and immediate family members (spouse
and children). A single member may call in for one other member.
Other friends and family must be paying members and call in separately.
Only current members of both fossil club and CMM can go
on trips. Call Sandy Roberts (410-586-1791) about club membership.
June 5. Jones Wharf. Limit 15. Miocene Choptank formation; many
invertebrates (Panope americana, pectens, sand dollars), some
vertebrate material.
Co-leaders Elinor Cofer and Steve
Brady.
Meet in CMM parking lot at 8:30 a.m.; take
opportunity after trip to visit museum and see how exhibits
are shaping up.
Call-in Monday May 24, 6-9 p.m. to Steve
Brady, 410-257-9113.
SPECIAL FIELD TRIP to University of Maryland--Lecture
on Lee
Creek of 91 Parotodus benedeni teeth, associated in dentition
order. A rare opportunity to see the teeth on display.
Also
on display will be a group of associated otodus teeth in
matrix from France. 1 1/2 hour lecture with slides by Dr.
Brett Kent of the U. Md. Dept. of Zoology and George Powell,
President of AFF Fossil Club. Dress is casual; bring any
Parotodus teeth for identification of their place in the
dentition order and for group picture. Get off beltway on
Rte. 1 east to College Park; follow signs to parking garage;
people will be directing traffic. CalIon
Monday May 24 6-9
p.m. to Steve Brady, 410-257-9113 for exact date.
September 18. Calvert Cliffs Field Trip. Limit 25. Trip coleaders: Dave Bohaska and Mike Gottfried.
Two Miocene
sites: "Mrs. Moran's" (Rocky Point) for Choptank fm., Camp
Roosevelt for lower Calvert.
Latter site has many small
teeth.
Meet 8:30 a.m. in Frying Pan restaurant parking lot,
Md. rte. 765 n. of Lusby.
Bring gear, lunch, drinks.
Callin Friday, Sept. 10 to Mike Gottfried, 410-586-2049 7-9 p.m.
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Mike Ellwood would like to know if anyone has found shark
vertebrae over 1 1/2" in diameter; call him at 301-434-1034.
Shameless Personal Hype on Editor's Part:
Donna Richardson has
an article on Classics Illustrated, the comic series that
summarized famous literary works, in the May-June 1993 American
Heritage.
Elinor Cofer reports she has been working with the Johns Hopkins
"ROOTS AND WINGS" curriculum enrichment program.
Elinor has
great fun with the school rooms (4th and 5th grades) talking about
the Chesapeake Bay and the fun she had in the 1920s at Chesapeake
Beach.
She talks about Miocene fossils, then lets students
handle the displays and take home giveaways.
After letting them
guess her age, she lets them try to guess the age of the fossils
and the age of the world.
It's a great exchange of ideas about
the state of the Bay. She closes the program with everyone
singing and dancing to "Sailing to Chesapeake Bay," an old
ragtime record circa 1910.
Dry Thoughts in a Dry Season: Maybe the editor will change the
unofficial motto of the newsletter from "All the news that fits,
we print" to "All the news we gits, we print."
WE ARE IN
DESPERATE NEED OF RESPECTABLE FEATURE ARTICLES ON LOCAL FOSSILS.
PLEASE CALL THE EDITOR AND VOLUNTEER TO WRITE SAME WELL BEFORE
THE NEXT DEADLINE (SEE P. 1 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND DEADLINES).
CMM Fossil Club
P.O. Box 97
Solomons, MD 20688
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